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Background
● We have participated in a number of community collaborations over the 
years
● It is time to re-evaluate our practices (and our wording) and engage our 
archive community to advance equitable collaboration
● Looking at four main principles are Equity, Access, Impact, Sustainability
● We hope this discussion today will be a jumping off point for continued 
conversation
● We hope to hear your input, as members of diverse archives of different 
sizes and types
What word comes to 
mind with you hear 
partnership?
What word comes to 
mind when you hear 
collaboration?
Community Archives Collaborations
EQUITY - When we rethink the community project for increased equity, we need to 
recognize historical imbalances in power structures and incorporate ways to mitigate 
this in every part of the process. This requires “radical collaboration” and open 
communication. 
Community Archives Collaborations
ACCESS -
How do you want people to access your archive materials? 
There is no wrong answer, but everyone in the collaboration needs to be on the same 
page.
Community Archives Collaborations
IMPACT -
Who determines what an impactful outcome of a collaboration is?
Who do we want to reach? What effect do we want to have? 
Community Archives Collaborations
SUSTAINABILITY -
Is the end result of the collaboration meant to be long lasting?
What do we want for sustainability in 1) physical archives 2) digital archives 3) 
digital/special projects?
What are some of the barriers to each of these goals 
and how to do we overcome them?
Do you feel empowered to express your needs and 
concerns during a collaboration? If not, how can we 
all work to overcome this?
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